
PE News! 
Bikeability  

A selection of Key Stage 3 and 4 pupils were fortunate enough to take part in a two day Bikeability cycling course, during the 

summer term.  PE Premium Funding was utilised to provide this fantastic opportunity for eighteen pupils across two key 

stages.  The programme was led by Suffolk County Council Bikeability instructors, Wendy and Phil, who supported the pupils 

with improving their cycling proficiency on the school playground and on local roads.  Congratulations to the pupils who 

completed either a Level 1 or 2 Bikeability qualification. 

Radio Replay Dance Show  

Pictured above are the pupils who took part in the very first Radio Replay Dance show, held at the Marina Theatre.  Rona 

Vaudin (Go Geronimo Dance Teacher) supported our Key Stage 4 pupils in their PE lessons, with a number of street dance 

sessions, during Friday PE options.  The TASAT dance group were the opening act for the showcase and did not disappoint, 

with a cool and energetic performance to ‘Vibe’ by JoJo.  Over 350 tickets were sold for the show, consisting of seven other 

dance groups from surrounding schools.   Many congratulations to the TASAT dance group who were simply outstanding on 

the night and during a huge amount of rehearsals.  The event was such a success that plans are already in place, by Jeffrey 

Hoey and the North Suffolk Sports and Health Partnership, to organise another show for next year.  



Chance 2 Shine  
 
During the Summer term, Year 6 pupils completed a 
six week cricket programme with Chance 2 Shine 
coach, Peggy Tirimanna.  Pupils took part in a series of 
fun cricket games and activities in their PE lessons and 
even had the opportunity to try on some of the 
Lowestoft Cricket Club’s  
equipment.  A huge thank you to Peggy for inspiring 
our youngsters to take up this fantastic sport.  For 
more information about local cricket opportunities 
please visit www.lowestoft.play-cricket.com 

Emma Holloway Football 

Raw Soccer hosted the Emma Holloway Inclusive Football event, 
once again, providing a fantastic opportunity for twelve TASAT pu-
pils.  Martin Payne (Go Geronimo) led a variety of skills games and 
activities, ready for the afternoon games.  Pupils from Sir John Leman 
High, Pakefield High and TASAT were split into six teams and took 
part in a round robin style event.  Well done to all the TASAT pupils, 
who were superb on the day and finished in first, second and fourth 
place.  Pupils were rewarded with a Panathlon medal and certificate, 
presented to them at the end of the event. 

NCFC Grand Prix League  
 
Raw Soccer hosted the Emma Holloway Inclusive Football event, once again, providing a fantastic opportunity for twelve  
TASAT pupils.  Martin Payne (Go Geronimo) led a variety of skills games and activities, ready for the afternoon games.  Pupils 
from Sir John Leman High, Pakefield High and TASAT were split into six teams and took part in a round robin style event.  Well 
done to all the TASAT pupils, who were superb on the day and finished in first, second and fourth place.  Pupils were rewarded 
with a Panathlon medal and certificate, presented to them at the end of the event. 


